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Abstract 

In t&is paper we consider the propagation of an iiitense 
electron-ion beam across an applied magnetic field. In the ah- 
sence of the applied field, the beam system is in a Bennett 
equilibrium state that involves electrons with bot,h large axial 
and thermal velocities and a cold statiorrary space-charge new 

tralizing ion species. Typical parameters under consideration 
are 11, N 1 l,!l\r, I - 5 kA, T, ti 100 keV, and beam ra.dii - 
1 cm. iVe find that in the intense beam regime, the propaga- 
tion is limited due to space-charge depression caused by the 
deflection of the electron beam by the transverse field. This 
critical field is of the order of the peak self-magnetic field of 
the electron beam which is substantially higher than the single 
l)article cutoff’ field. 

Introduction 

The ol)jrct,ivc of the present investigation is to provitlr 
a tliwretical ulltlerstantling of the expcrimcnts performed at 
the University of Maryland on clcctrouion beam propagatioIr 
across a transvcrsc nlagnet,ic ficltl[l],[2]. The configuration in 
vestigated is shown in Fig. 1. Nom&l diode parameters are 
1 MV, 20 kA, and a FWH!vf of 30 nsec. The bca.m is injected 
t,hrough a hole into an evacuated drift tube. In order to 01~ 
t,ain effective beam propagation to the end of the drift tilh, 
a localized gas clout1 near the iujcction hole is emplo)retl x1(! 
collcct,ively accelcra ted ions from the gas clolrd provide a chiul- 
nel of ric~~itr;lliz;ltioIl tllilt allows electrons injected late in tile 
pulse to l)iol)agat,c. Uuder optimum conditions 20 kA can be 
prOpi\g;it,<:tl t,o tire Faraday cup with no alq)licd axial magnetic 
field. 

In order t,o investigate the effects of a transverse maguetic 
field on this co-moving electron-ion beam, a Hclmholtz coil is 
placed abont half-way down the drift, t,ubc. If 110 gas is puffed 
into the system. that is, no ions arc slrpplietl, about 1 k.4 is 
obscrvotl at the Faratlay ‘111’ with zero triulsvcrse rriaguetic 
field. As t,lit: transverse field is increased, the observed current 
steadily dr:crcas~:s to zero at aborlt, 200 gitrrss. \?%erl tile gas 
cloud is prcsc‘:lt 1 about 5 kA arc dt~tcct~~tl at the Faraday cul’ 
with zero transverse field. As the transverse field is increased, 
the entire 5 k.4 ii l)ro1)agatt:tl up to al)out 200 gauss with a 
steady but slow decrease in collected current above 200 gauss. 
The detected crnrcnt goes to zero around 500 gauss. The pm- 
pose of these studies is to evaluate the properties of co-moving 
electro~l an(l ion t)CillIlS for use in collcct,ive field >ICC(!lCliltOlY 
ant1 for beam 1)ropagation int,o fret-space. 

Previous theoretical studies have shown the existence of 
a self-consistent downstream Bennett equilibrium for the elec- 
trons and ions when no applied magnetic field is prescnt[3]. We 
have related these downstream properties to the diode voltage, 
t,he transmit trd electron Imml curreut,, and the ion properties 

*This work is snpportetl by AFOSR and DOE. 

in the localized gas cloud region. For our experimental param- 
eters, V, = 1 MV, I = 5 k-4, the downstream self-pinched equi- 
librium state is composed of cold ions with low axial speed (< 
0.05 c), and electrons with a temperature of about 60 keV and 
an axial speed of about 0.84 c. The nearly charge-neutral beam 
system has been shown to effectively propagate up to the diode 
current of 20 kA where the electron temperature is predicted 
to be about 200 keV. The 5 kA case was chosen for examining 
the effects of a transverse magnetic field on the electron-ion 
beam system, mainly because of cxprrimental reproducibility. 

Other work in the area of beam propagation across trans- 
verse magnetic fields usually consider a charge and current ncu- 
tralized ion beam [4]-[8]. These systems have application to 
ion beam heating of dense plasmas, where an intense ion beam 
is charge <and current neutralized by electrons so that it can 
penetrate the large applied fields in a fusion plasma. In these 
cases a two layer polarization model is adopted in the rigid 
beam limit. The polarization electric field allows the beam to 
propagate across the magnetic field by means of a.n & x B drift. 

Model, Basic Equations, and Results 

Consider a rigid beam model of t,he Bennett equilibrium 
system discussed in the previous section. Electron and ion 
beams of equal radii are inridrnt along the z-axis onto a trans- 
verse magnetic field region. To simplify the analysis the profile 
of the Helmholtz coil is replaced by a constant magnetic field 
BT in the y-direction over an axial distance Lr - 20 cm. In the 
parameter regime of interest, the electron gyroradius is com- 
parable to LT which is much larger that the effective Bennett 
beam radius (L and the ion beam is assumed to be stationary 
and centered on the z-axis. The electron beam is confined by 
the self-magnetic field. The rigid electron beam is deflected by 
the transverse field BT but feels a restoring force due to the ion 
beam. In this model, we examine only the effects of transverse 
forces on the rigid electron rod. Longitudinal forces and/or 
effects that arise as the beam front end enters the transverse 
magnetic field region are ignored. 

When there is no transverse field, BT = 0, the electron and 
ion components of the beam system are ccnterctl on the z-axis, 
are charge neutral, n,, = neu = nor and have identical Bennett 
profiles of the same effective radius, u, = a, = a. That is. the 
density profiles are 

n,(r) = [I + ;;;,)2]2 I* = z, e (1) 

and the electron beam self-magnetic field due to the mean axial 
electron velocity V,, is 

Bsdr) = -~I% 1 +7;;;a,, . (2) 

The ions are stationary and assumed infinitely massive. The 
equations of motion for the center of the electron beam are 

- = cBTV, + F,,(r) 
dt 
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dp= 
-z= -eBTV’, (4) 

wherep, = mrli’,, pz = myli,, and 2 = [1-(V~/c)2-(~/c)‘]~“~z 
The averaged ion electric force acting on the rigid electron 
beam when the electron rod is displaced a distance 2 is 

r;l,(r) = -$/ -Wr)n,(~)dSe 
-e%,a 

[ 

z/2 1 
= 

8% 1+ (s/2)* + (T/2) 

+ sinh-‘(-Z/2) - sinh-‘(3jE/2 + 2’/2) 

22[1 + (5/2)*]3/2 3 

(5) 

where 5 = x/a. 
In general, Eqns. (3) and (4) have to be solved numerically. 

However, if the displacement distance z is small compared to 
the beam radius, % << 1, the ion electric restoring force can be 
approximated as 

(6) 

Furthermore, assuming the relativistic factor y remains con- 

stant, y = y0 = [l - (Vzo/~)2]-1~2~ we find the solutions to 

Eqns. (3) and (4) to be 

x(t) = q.il - cos wt) 

and 

r/i(t) = vzo 
10 
l- 2 ?(I-coswt) , 1 (8) 

with 
w* ~BT 2 _ e2no 

l,J*~ld,2+~,Wc=--,iZp-- 
6 my0 e,m7,’ 

where w,, w,,, are the electron cyclotron and plasma frequencies. 
These solutions are similar to the reslllts obtained by Peter 
and Rostoker[8), who used the two-layer polarization model. 
Since the oscillatory behavior of the electron rod is due t,o the 
deflecting applied transverse magnetic field and the restoring 
ion beam electric field force, we see that the frequency of these 
oscillations is a function of both w, and wp. Averaging out t,he 
oscillations in Eq. (8). we obtain for the time-averaged mean 
axial velocity of the electron beam 

vz = v*. 
( 1 

1 - $ E v,,(l - l/E). 

where E = 1 + w;f/6wz. This result is identical to that in rcfcr- 
ence [8] with the modified definition of E. 

Returning to Eqns. (3) and (a), we have solved these equa- 

iions numerically for a given beam current as a function of the 
applied transverse magnetic field amplitude. The results for a 
5 kA beam are displayed in Fig. 2. From reference [3], the self- 
consistent mean electron axial velocity is V,, = .84c for a beam 
radius of 1.0 cm. The peak self-magnetic field for this beam 
system is about 500 G [f rom Eqn. (2)]. The results displayed 

are typical for beams in the “intense” regime. Specifically, we 
have plotted in Fig. 2a the maximum beam displacement ver- 
sus the transverse field amplitude, BT, shown as the solid line. 
In Fig, 2!), the minimum axial velocity of the electron beam, 
which occurs at maximum displacement, is plotted versus BT- 
(solid line). As shown~ the maximum displacement cont,iml- 
ally increases with BT until a value is reached sllch that the 
axial velocity goes to zero. This value of the magnetic field 

at which ,!3z,bfI,w -+ 0, is defined as 0,~ and the displacement 
amplitude for this field 2,. For values of BT above BTC, the 
beam will blow up in its own space-charge. We see that this 
critical value is very close to the peak self-magnetic field of the 
Bennett beam. 

The values of BTC and 2, can bc related from the constants 
of motion. From Eqns. (3) and (4), these constants are the 
total energy and the axial canonical momentum, which can be 
written as 

and 

(7 - l)mc* - e& = (-f. - l)mc* (11) 

pz + eBTx = pzO = my,V,,, (12) 
where the effective potential is given as de = (l/e) J,” F,,( r’)dx’. 
From Eqn. (la), when p, = 0, then z ---t s, and 13~ -+ BTC, 
that is 

BTCX, = I’- = 77270el’Lo. 
e (13) 

In the intense beam regime, when /Yz goes to zero at I~TC 
we also have /Yz. = 0. That is, at this critical magnetic field 
~(z,bf.,,x = 5,) = 1, all the electron beam energy goes into 
potential energy. From Eqn. (ll), with y = 1, we obtain 

&(xc) = &++$-g] =(7,-1)722cJ (14) 
0 20 

Thus, from Eqn. (14) we can determine .r, for a given injected 
beam, and determine the critical magnetic field from Eqn. (13). 
That is, 

B 
nvoVzo m70Vzo TC=-----=- 

t.zc e&L ii, 
exp &(-f. - l),i,,) - l]-“* . 

(15) I 
the critical nlagnet,ic field for l)earn propagaiion iI1 the, int (‘USC 
beam regime. 

If the b~arn current is sufficiently low, I < Ik.4, we fintl 
that when bz -+ 0, ,0,. is not xcrc). In the single partjcl<s limit ~ 
this is obviolls since i\P /?z i 0, D, + ,3,, since 7 = *iJ along tilt, 
entire trajectory. In this case s, = pzo/cBTc = l’.,/u, = R, = 
&, the electron Lnrmor radius. For hcem ci~rrcnt,s ~W~WWII 
the single particle limit and the intense bc~nrn rrgimc tli;clissc:(l 
above, Eqn. (11) tells us that, part of the: initial b(~am kiric,til, 
energy goes into potential rncxrgy as the beam is drflcctc~tl. .-\ 
summary of these results is shown in Fig. 3 where \vc Ilave 
plotted the critical magnetic field BTC v<‘rsI1s I)eam clirreilt 
I. This graph is genrrnted for the cast of a 1 RIV diotlc(3] 
and the self cousistcnt dowxlstrcam Bennc%t eql~ilil,riuIn. The 
mean axial velocity r/,, depends on the transmit t,tstl rurlcnt, 
as shown in ref<armce\3] and this is inclrldcd in thr plot in 
Fig. 3. M’e see that the single particle cutoff field is al)ollt 
250G[V, = l;!lV, Lr = 18~111 = I?,]. As thr currrnt is iuc,re:rstTtl 
the crit.ical ficltl rr>nlnins at, the single, l)articlc limit, until tllo 
beam rurrc,nt, rcachcs a value such that its 1~ak sc%lf-mngllc:!it~ 
field is near the‘ single l)art,icle cut-off fi~ltl. Fln?h(,r illcrc,ascks 
in the beam cilrrent, result in cnt,crillg t,hc intense beam rc>ginie 
whcrc the critical field is a result. of pot,cntinl drprcssiou (A, -+ 1 
as b, -4 0). 

In order t>o csplicitly comparr our results wit,11 those of thca 
rxperiment, lve rmlst norinalizr our Imifurnl field ruotlC~1 with 
a Hrlmholtz coil ~)rofil~b. ni, have displa>rctl in Fig. ‘7;~ an(l 
2 h the numerical rcsldts of solving Eqns. (3) and (4) for :I 
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5 kA electron beam transvcrsing a Helmholtz coil configura- 
t,ion. The coil field amplitude is the peak on-axis value. From 
conservation of axial canonical angular momentum and energy 
consrrvat,ion, the relat,ionshil) between the critical uniform field 
BTC and that of the Helmholt,z coil field profile is 

1 
BTC = c, 

J 
=’ BIIc (z’, z(d)) dz’. (16) 

0 

Discussion 

For a given injected electron beam that is charge neutral- 
ized but not clwrcnt neutralized by a stationary ion beam and 
has a Bennett equilibrium profile: we have determined the crit,- 
iral trarlsvwse magnetic field above which t,he beam will not 
propagate. In the intense beam regime, this limit is a result 
of space-charge dcprcssion caused by the deflection of the elec- 
tron beam from the center of the ion channel. The value of the 
critical field is approximately given by the peak self-magnetic 
field of the clvctron beam. 

-4 concern about the rigid beam model is the individual 
part,icle confinement in the Bennett equilibrium. The appli- 
cation of a transverse field results in a non-symmet,ric force 
about, the beam axis. We have examined the individual par- 
ticle trajectories for typical Bennett particles and have folmcl 
the non-symmc~try Ims substantial individual particle effects as 
B-r approa’.l”s n,+((l). We believe that this will lead to frac- 
tional loss of beam currrnt as the beam transverses the field 
region. This fractional loss is observed in the experiment as 
BTc is alq~roachcd. 
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Helmholtz Coil 

-66 cm t 

Fig. 1. Experimental configuration used for beam propaga- 
tion studies across a magnetic field. 
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Fig. 2. Typical results in the Intense Beam Regime. (a) 
Maximum electron beam displacement and (b) minimum bean 
axial velocity versus the applied transverse magnetic field am- 
plitude. The “solid” line represents the constant field model 
and the “dashed” line a Helmholtz coil configuration (peak on- 
axis amplitude). Fixed beam parameters are; I = 5 kA, PI0 = 
0.84, a = 1 cm, and B,,+(a) N 500 G. 
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Fig. 3. Critical transverse magnetic field, defined by /3* = 
0, versus electron beam current. The “dashed” line represents 
the peak self-magnetic field of the electron beam. The beam 
radii are 1 cm and the diode voltage is 1MV. See reference [3]. 
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